
 
 

NATIONAL STEEPLECHASE ASSOCIATION 
400 Fair Hill Drive 

Elkton, Maryland 21921 
                                       Phone 410-392-0700 ● Fax 410-392-0706 

 
STEWARDS’ REPORT 

 
RACE MEETING:  Foxfield Fall Races  DATE:    10/2/2022 
 
 
WEATHER:   Raining  COURSE CONDITION:  
  Compaction: 84 Soft 
  Temperature: 58 degrees 
  Moisture:  8 
 
CLERK OF SCALES:   Harrison Young       STARTER:   Stirling Young 
 
STEWARDS:  Larry F. Curits  
                        Beale Payne.  
                        J. Cook Edens 
                        Wayne Van Sant (Safety)  
 
 
OFFICIAL ACTIONS:    
 
The officials meeting with the jockeys was held at the advertised time. 
 
Race I 
 
#8 GOLAZO fell at the second last fence after he slipped upon landing.  His jockey Colin Smith was examined and 
cleared by the course physician. 
 
#1 PULL RANK pulled up before the last fence reported tired. 
 
#7 FIDDLYN pulled up before the last fence reported tired. 
 
#9 ASK NEAL pulled up before the last fence reported tired. 
 
Race II 
 
#12 BOURBON MAGIC refused to start with his field despite the best efforts of jockey Bernie Dalton.  This is the second 
week in a row that this has occurred. Initially the stewards were going to deny him further entry to the exclusion of 
another horse, however, after talking to the trainer she indicated that he would not run again but would find a new career 
so no ruling was made.  
. 
 
Race III 
 
#1 DIVA OF SEVILLE pulled up before the second last tired. 
 



#2 OUR SWEET PEA pulled up before the last tired. 
 
#4 FITS THE JILL jumped to the left over the last fence and lost his hindquarters upon landing causing jockey Graham 
Watters to become unseated.  Jockey Watters was examined by the course physician and cleared to ride. 
 
Race IV 
 
#1 LA HARA (IRE) pulled up before the second last fence tired. 
 
#10 FLYING SCOTSMAN pulled up before the second last fence tired. 
 
#5 BEAT LE BON (FR) fell at the second last hurdle after appearing to slip upon lading.  Jockey Connor Hankin was 
examined by the course physician and cleared to ride. 
 
Race VI 
 
#1 CUP OF AIKEN pulled up tired before the second last fence. 
 
#2 BOLD QUEST pulled up tired before the second last fence. 
 
#3 BELLA COOLA pulled up tired before the second last fence. 
 
#10 EVE’S CITY pulled up before the last tired. 
 
#12 SEB’SWELCOME (FR) pulled up before the last tired. 
 
#11 JUMP TO JUNEAU pulled up before the fourth last fence when his rider lost his irons. 
 
OFFICIAL COMMENTS: 
 
The staff and volunteers at Foxfield are the be commended for doing an excellent job in very adverse weather conditions.  
Their efforts were appreciated by the officials and horsemen alike. 
 
Larry F. Curtis 
Signature  


